BIKES ON TRANSIT

1. All VS buses are equipped with roof racks that accommodate up to two bicycles. When the racks are filled, bicycles are placed inside the bus. Bikes are secured on the bus with safety lines. Bikes over 4 feet tall are not accommodated.

2. VTA buses are equipped with hanging hooks for the front three folded bike baskets.

3. BIKING ON THE ROAD

   a. Always wear a helmet.

   b. Pedestrians have the right of way. Bikers and cars always yield to pedestrians.

   c. Stay behind the bus at all times.

   d. Keep the sidewalks and streets clear for pedestrians. Always stop before crossing the line.

   e. Move the sidewalks and streets clear for pedestrians. Always stop before crossing the line.

   f. Do not ride in the same direction as traffic.

   g. Always wear a helmet.

   h. Go with the flow. Take the lane.

   i. When riding next to parked cars or if the road is crowded, use the bike lane and stay outside the traffic lane.

   j. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   k. Do not place advertisements, fliers or posters, or hang clothing on the bike rack.

   l. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   m. Do not leave unused bicycle locks in the enclosure.

   n. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   o. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   p. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   q. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   r. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   s. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   t. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   u. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   v. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   w. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   x. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   y. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   z. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   aa. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   bb. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   cc. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   dd. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   ee. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   ff. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   gg. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   hh. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   ii. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   jj. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   kk. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   ll. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   mm. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   nn. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   oo. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   pp. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   qq. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   rr. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   ss. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   tt. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   uu. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   vv. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   ww. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   xx. Do not repair your bicycle in the enclosure.

   yy. Bicycles on campus.

   zz. Bicycle enclosures are not for overnight or long-term uses.

   aaa. A.S. is not responsible for theft, damage or removal of property.

   bbb. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ccc. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ddd. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   eee. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   fff. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ggg. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   hhh. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   iiii. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   jjj. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   kkk. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   lll. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   mmm. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   nnn. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ooo. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ppp. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   qqq. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   rrr. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   sss. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ttt. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   uuu. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   vvv. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   www. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   x xx. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   yyy. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   zzz. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   aaaa. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   bbbb. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   cccc. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   dddd. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   eeee. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   fffe. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   gg gg. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   hhhh. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   iiii i. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   jj jj. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   kkkk. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   llll. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   mmmm. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   nnnn. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   oooo. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ppp p. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   qqq q. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   rrrr. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ssss. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   tttt. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   uuuu. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   vvvv. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   wwww. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   xxx x. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   yyy y. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   zzzz. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   aaaa a. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   bbbb b. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   cccc c. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   dddd d. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   eeee e. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   fffe f. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   gg gg. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   hhhh h. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   iiii i. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   jj jj. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   kkkk. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   llll. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   mmmm. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   nnnn. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   oooo. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ppp p. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   qqq q. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   rrrr. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   ssss. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   tttt. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   uuuu. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   vvvv. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   wwww. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   xxx x. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   yyy y. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   zzzz. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   aaaa a. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   bbbb b. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   cccc c. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.

   dddd d. Bicycles are not permitted under梁眼 or in any enclosure.